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What is new ?
Existing needs covered by the standard



! Here is examples of similar implementation in various profiles

How
 to

 re
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Feature catalog could be embedded

Based on ISO19110
Quick link with the 
dataset information

! GMO3 (CH), Wallonia (BE) profiles included custom feature catalog

http://www.geocat.ch/internet/geocat/en/home/documentation/gm03.html
http://geoportail.wallonie.be/


Organisation logo

! GeoNetwork “hack” contact instruction to add organisation logo following metadata WG rules in France (FR)

http://trac.osgeo.org/geonetwork/wiki/proposals/OrganisationLogo


Contact is more flexible

Multiple/new roles

Distinction between 
individuals and 
organisations



Linkage can be multilingual URL

Define a link with URLs for each languages in 
multilingual metadata record

! GMO3 (CH) implemented custom linkage element to specify language

http://www.geocat.ch/internet/geocat/en/home/documentation/gm03.html


New codelist values

! Ifremer (FR) added new values for keyword types. GMO3 (CH) added sub-topic category concept.

http://sextant.ifremer.fr/
http://www.geocat.ch/internet/geocat/en/home/documentation/gm03.html


New codelist values
“Aggregates” now 
named “associated 
resources” with new 
type of association.



New codelist values

! GéoPicardie (FR) is using “funder” role for contact description.

http://www.geopicardie.fr/


New codelist values

! Wallonia (BE) is using “application” for the type of resource



Metadata creation AND revision date

Using the dateInfo element

! dateStamp is used by lot of catalog (eg. GeoNetwork) to store revision date.

http://geonetwork-opensource.org/


“Point of truth” URL

Metadata 
linkage could 
point to the URL 
of the record in 
the source 
catalog

! Marine Community Profile (MCP) added the concept of “point of truth” using the distribution section



Wallonia : why migrate to 
ISO19115-1 ?

Problems solved by the new standard



Access and use
What user want ISO 19115 ISO 19115-1

Know who can access 
the data

otherConstraints : other 
restrictions and legal 
prerequisites for accessing 
and using the resource or 
metadata

releasability : information 
concerning the parties to 
whom the resource can or 
cannot be released

Know the conditions for 
access and use

MD_RestrictionCode + 
otherConstraints

MD_RestrictionCode 
 : list has been extended

Reference the licence 
or the law that applies

otherConstraints reference : citation for the 
limitation or constraint

Identify open data otherConstraints

+ keywords

MD_RestrictionCode + 
reference + graphic + 
releasability
+ keywords



Distribution
What user want ISO 19115 ISO 19115-1

Know all the options for 
accessing or getting 
the data

orderingInstructions : 
general instructions, terms 
and services provided by the 
distributor

description : brief 
description of a set of 
distribution options

Additional information
What user want ISO 19115 ISO 19115-1

A reference to 
documents where there 
is more information 
about the resource 

onLine : information 
about online sources from 
which the resource can be 
obtained

additionalDocumentation : 
other documentation 
associated with the resource, 
present in various sections



Harvesting and reuse of metadata

What user want ISO 19115 ISO 19115-1

Know if the metadata has 
been updated

datestamp : date that the 
metadata was created

dateInfo : date(s) 
associated with the 
metadata

Have access to other 
representations of the 
metadata (other format 
and/or other content)

onLine : information about 
online sources from which 
the resource can be 
obtained

alternativeMetadataRefe
rence : reference to 
alternative metadata for 
the same resource

Backlink to the authentic 
metadata (original record)

fileIdentifier : unique 
identifier for this metadata
file

+ abstract

metadataLinkage : 
online location where the 
metadata is available

+ abstract



Using ISO19115-1 for 
INSPIRE ?



IR for INSPIRE

“Use ISO19115/119”
“Use of ISO 19139 in the context of a 
Catalogue Service”

= A conversion from ISO19115-1 to ISO19139 
is required and rules need to be defined



TG for INSPIRE discovery service

= ISO19115-1 record should be accessible 
using CSW



GeoNetwork plugin for ISO19115-1

Ongoing implementation for the Wallonia region
1. Create the schema plugin
2. Migrate from ISO19139 profile to ISO19115-

1
3. Maintain INSPIRE compatibility

http://geonetwork-opensource.org/
http://geonetwork-opensource.org/


Plugin for ISO19115-1 / Support
Indexing

Viewing

Editing

CSW

From/to ISO19139 conversion

Associated resources

Directories (eg. contact, licence)

Available on Github https://github.com/geonetwork/schema-plugins/tree/master/iso19115-3#iso-

19115-3-schema-plugin 

https://github.com/geonetwork/schema-plugins/tree/master/iso19115-3#iso-19115-3-schema-plugin
https://github.com/geonetwork/schema-plugins/tree/master/iso19115-3#iso-19115-3-schema-plugin
https://github.com/geonetwork/schema-plugins/tree/master/iso19115-3#iso-19115-3-schema-plugin
https://github.com/geonetwork/schema-plugins/tree/master/iso19115-3#iso-19115-3-schema-plugin


Plugin for ISO19115-1 / CSW

CSW end point returning ISO19139
= ISO19115-3 > ISO19139 conversion



ISO19115-1

Provides number of improvements used in lot 
of existing ISO profiles
Could coexist with existing metadata records
Could be used in INSPIRE context





Metawal : metadata system in Wallonia
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